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SERIES PREFACE

This manual is one of a series written to make available designs of basic equipment intended
to be made by institutions for their own use in teaching and research in agricultural
engineering and associated technologies.  They are directed at the study of the functional
performance of various machines and items of equipment and particularly at the important
elements which determine that performance.

As well as providing drawings showing the main dimensions of the equipment, the manuals
also include basic theory, design considerations, and techniques for their calibration and use.
The designs are based, as far as possible, on the use of  industrial components. In addition to
specifying part numbers and sources of supply for purchased components, the latter have also
been specified, where possible, in terms of size / capacity / performance so that suitable
alternatives may be used.

A range of types of transducer from simple manually read  devices to more complex
electronic units may be used with the designs. In this way the latter can serve a range of users
and can remain in use as the level of instrumentation grows.

The designs  have been provided by individuals who have had experience in their
development and use. We would value comment, criticism, and suggestions for
improvements.

The assistance of the Australian International Development Assistance Bureau in providing
financial support for the original preparation of the material for publication is gratefully
acknowledged. They were originally printed and distributed to interested people by the Editor
in 1991.

They are but are now being made available to a wider readership by being republished in a
slightly amended form on the ePrints Repository of the University of Melbourne and can be
down loaded free of charge at: http://eprints.unimelb.edu.au/

The manuals and associated drawings may be freely copied for non-commercial purposes.
However acknowledgement of the source of the designs is requested in any publications
resulting from their use.
                                                             R.H. Macmillan
                                                                               Editor

Senior Fellow
International Development Technologies Centre
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
University of Melbourne
Parkville Victoria  3010 Australia

r.macmillan@devtech.unimelb.edu.au

October 2003
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SEED DRILL CALIBRATION AND DISTRIBUTION RIG

SUMMARY

This manual, which is one of a series on locally made equipment for teaching and research in
agricultural engineering, describes a rig for determining the calibration of and distribution
from seed drills.

The rig is specified by means of construction drawings. Sources of supply for purchased
items are given. The method of using the rig and of analysing the data are given for both
random and for spacing (precision) drills.

Key words: Equipment, teaching, research, agricultural engineering, seed drill, test rig,
calibration, distribution, random spacing.

'And he gave it for his opinion that whoever could make two ears of corn, or two blades of
grass grow upon a spot of ground where only one grew before, would deserve better of
mankind and do more essential service to his country, than a whole race of politicians put
together.'

Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels

1.0  INTRODUCTION

The sowing of seeds is essential to the production of crops. While the broadcasting of seeds
by hand is possible, it has been found that for many crops, improved production is achieved
by sowing the seeds in rows. This occurs because fertilizer can be more effectively applied
and, for those crops which require cultivation for the removal of weeds, inter-row cultivation
can be undertaken.

Prior to the sowing operation, it is usual to prepare the soil by some kind of cultivation.
Sowing seeds by a machine, termed a 'seed drill', usually involves the opening of a furrow or
small groove in the soil. In the metering of the seed from the seed hopper, single seeds (or
groups of seeds) are picked up or separated from the bulk and dropped into the furrow as the
drill moves along the row. Finally the seed is covered and the soil is pressed down to contact
the seed.

The objective of a seed drill is therefore to produce a 'uniform' distribution of seed down the
row. What might be considered 'uniform' will depend on the type of drill and in particular the
form of its metering components.

Seed drills are characterised by their main functional element , viz, the seed meter, hence the
following discussion of drill operation and performance concentrates on the function of these
components. However testing may use either a complete drill or just the seed meter.
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Figure 1: Seed meter from random drill (After Shippen, Ellin &  Clover)

Figure 2: Seed meter &hopper from a spacing (precision) drill
(After Shippen, Ellin &  Clover)
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2.0 SEED  DRILLS

Two types of seed drill may be identified.

2.1 Random drill

In this type, which is commonly used for sowing cereals, groups of seeds are metered in cells
that are rotated in or under the seed hopper; see Figure 1. Then, over a short interval of time,
these groups are tipped into a tube through which they fall to the ground. They are distributed
along the furrow because the machine moves forward a short distance during the interval of
time that the seeds are arriving at the surface.

No effort is made to control the exact number of seeds in each cell, hence the number will
vary from one cell to the next. Nor is the exact time of release of each seed controlled. Cells
are frequently made in the form of a helix so, as the helix rotates, the seeds in the leading part
of one cell begin to fall first and those in the trailing part fall slightly later. By this time those
in the leading part of the next cell have begun to fall, hence there is a more or less continual
stream of seed falling to the ground.

The other factor that causes a variation in the time of arrival of the seed at the ground surface
(hence in the distribution along the row) is the variation in the path which they take. Some
may fall more or less directly to the ground; others may bounce several times on the
conveying tube. Hence a 'slow' seed from one cell may be overtaken by a 'fast' seed from the
following cell.

As a result of the above factors, there is no control over where the seed falls; the passage of
one is effectively independent of each other seed. Their arrival at the ground is therefore
random (or nearly so) and, given that the drill  is moving forward at a uniform speed, the
distribution of seed along the furrow will also be random.

The practical significance of this is that two or more seeds may fall very close together, while
there may then be a space to the next seed or seeds along the row.  Incidentally this is not a
problem because cereals have the capacity to tiller out and effectively fill up the space above
the ground surface.

The above represents the distribution that we would expect from a drill that was operating
satisfactorily. On the other hand, if a drill was metering seed in a way that resulted in groups
of seeds concentrated together, with large gaps between the groups  we would regard this as
not being random or satisfactory, even though there was the correct number of seeds, on
average, over a long length of row.

The drill test rig  may be used to determine whether the distribution from such a drill is
random and hence whether in this respect it is operating satisfactorily or not.
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2.2 Spacing (precision) drill

This type of drill is commonly used for sowing coarse grains such as corn (maize) vegetables
such as peas or beans and pelleted seed (very small seed which have a coating to make them
easier to handle). Single or small numbers of seeds (2 or 3) are captured in cells that are
moved  or rotated in or under the hopper; see Figure 2. They than drop a short distance
directly onto the ground.

Here the seed meter captures the seed(s) and releases them at a regular time interval, ie, the
time interval between successive seed drops is essentially constant. Because the seed is
released close to the ground there is very little variation in the time it takes to fall to the
surface. So if the seeds are released at equal intervals of time and take the same time to reach
the furrow, they will form  an equally spaced distribution along the row.

In testing this type of drill, the test should reveal  whether the spacing is as required /
expected ie, the mean spacing. The other related question is whether there are gaps ie, seeds
missed or there are the incorrect number of seeds, eg, two when there should be one, one or
three when there should be two, etc.

2.3  Seed drill operation

Both types of drill discussed above have one or more means of controlling the quantity of
seed distributed:

* the speed of the metering mechanism, ie, the number of seed cells passing the seed
hopper measured in relation to the forward motion;

* the number and / or size of the cell that capture the seed(s).

Most drill are 'ground driven' ie, the metering mechanism is driven from a wheel that runs on
the ground and rotates as the machine moves forward. Thus, to a close approximation the
meter speed is proportional to the travel speed. Hence if the  travel speed is increased by say
20% , the meter will speed also increase by 20% and will in a given time deliver 20% more
seed. But the drill will have moved 20% further during that time hence the 'areal' rate of
sowing (the quantity of seed per unit area or row length) will be constant.

Thus in operation the seed meter is in effect 'geared' to and driven by the ground. For most
drills the drive ratio between the ground and the meter can be altered with change gears or
belts.
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Figure 3 Diagrammatic view of drive for drill test rig

3.0  TESTING SEED DRILLS

3.1 Seed drill test rig

The seed drill test rig is one of the type that allows the meter or machine to be run under
artificial conditions; See Manual No. 8: Practical research, testing  and report writing.

In testing the performance of a drill it is possible to operate it in the field and to count the
seed on the soil surface. It is much more convenient  however to keep the drill stationary and
in effect to 'move the ground' under it. This method is used here and, by appropriate design
changes may use a complete drill or just the seed metering mechanism. Hence in the
following the use of the word 'drill' may be taken to mean 'drill' or 'meter'. In either case it
should be recognised that the conditions are artificial; for example, the method eliminates any
effect of vibration etc on the performance. However the method gives good control of the
variables and enables tests to be repeated with ease.

In the design presented here a geared electric motor and a pair of so called cone 'V' pulleys
have been used to drive both the flat 'ground' belt and the seed metering mechanism, the latter
through a fixed ratio belt drive. By moving the belt from one set of grooves to the next the
speed of the ground belt and the mechanism are both changed corresponding to a different
travel speed.
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In setting up the rig for a different metering mechanism it is important that the latter must be
driven at the correct ratio relative to the ground belt.

As noted above, the rig shown here is driven by a single electric motor and provides for the
equivalent of four travel speeds and a fixed ground to metering mechanism drive ratio.
Separate drives to the seed meter and to the ground belt would of course provide greater
flexibility. If financial resources are available this can be achieved with two geared motors
preferably variable speed types.

3.2 Types of test

There are two aspects of the seed drill which may be tested / measured.

3.2.1 Calibration

This is the relationship between the setting of the metering mechanism and the metering rate.
It is often provided by the manufacturer for the drill when using various types of seed and is
expressed in kg / Ha or equivalent units.

Here the drill is set up above the rig so that as the seed leaves the drill it is collected in a
container; the ground belt is not involved.

3.2.2 Distribution

This is the spacing of the seed along the row and is of necessity represented as a statistical
distribution.

Here the drill would be set up above the rig so that as the seed leaves the drill it falls onto and
is distributed along the moving ground belt.

The following routine is suggested for both tests. Strictly speaking it is not necessary to run
the ground belt while the calibration is being done but for the rig as shown this cannot be
avoided.

3.3 Setting up the drill

1. Mount the seed drill / meter above the belt near the drive end so that
* the seed outlet is central above the ground belt and is the same height above the belt as

it would be above the ground in field operation
*  the drive wheel on the drill can be driven by a belt from the pulley on the ground belt.

As noted above the ratio of this drive must be correct.

2. Select the ratio on the cone pulleys which will give a ground belt speed equal (or close to)
to the travel speed at which the drill would normally be operated.

3 Half fill the hopper with seed.

4. Adjust the meter to deliver the minimum seed rate. If the adjustment involves changing an
aperture it may be desirable to create as scale (if one does not already exist) so that tests can
be repeated at the same settings. A scale of say 1 to 10 would be suitable.
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4.0  CALIBRATION

4.1 Method

1. Start the motor to drive the drill. Hold a container under the outlet to catch the excess
seed. The ground belt will run but this is not used for this test.

2. When a steady flow of seed has been established hold a second container in place of the
first under the outlet to catch the seed. Immediately start counting the revolutions of the
meter and also start timing the run.

3. After a measurable quantity of seed has been discharged remove the second container
stop counting and stop the timer.

4. Record:
*  the meter adjustment setting as on the above mentioned scale
* the number of revolutions
* time
* weight of seed

5. Repeat the above for other adjustment settings of the drill.

6. Repeat the above for other types of seeds.

7. Repeat the above for other drill speeds to check whether the calibration is independent
of travel speed.

4.2  Analysis

1. Calculate and record:
* the speed of rotation of seed mechanism in revs/min.
* the metering rate of seed, say gram / min.
* the metering rate of seed /revolution, gram / rev.

2. Plot the metering rate (gram/minute) versus adjustment setting.

3. Plot the metering rate (gram/rev) versus motor speed (for various adjustment settings).

4. Using the effective area covered by the drill or meter per revolution calculate the
sowing rate in kg / Ha; compare this with the manufacturers' specifications.
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5.0   DISTRIBUTION

5.1  General

The determination of distribution of seed involves a measurement of either:

*  The number of seeds in a series of spaces or cells. These may be in the form of
containers attached to the belt or areas marked on the belt or frame of the machine.
The length should be such that there is a significant number of cells in the whole test
run (40 in the following example) and the mean seeds / cell should be 5 to 10.

This  method is most suitable for random drills

*  The distance between successive seeds as they lie on the belt. It may be necessary to
apply some sticky material on the belt to avoid the seeds bouncing and rolling when
they fall on it.

This method is most suitable for spacing drills.

5.2 Method

1. Set up the drill as described in 3.2 above.

2. Start the motor to drive the drill and the ground belt; hold a container under the drill to
catch the excess seed. Measure and record the speed of the drill and the linear speed of
the ground belt.

3. When a steady flow of seed has been established, withdraw the container to expose the
belt (and containers if attached to it). Seed will be distributed along the belt as it passes
beneath the drill.

4. After a full length of belt has been exposed replace the container under the drill to catch
the excess seed. Stop the motor.

5.  Record the drill adjustment, the ground belt and drill speeds.

6.  * For random seed drills, count and record the number of seed in each container or cell.
* For spacing drills, measure and record the distance between each seed (or groups  of
seed). Count and record the number of seeds in each position (0,1,2,3 etc)

7. Repeat the above to check the repeatability of the results

8. Repeat the above for other adjustment settings of the drill.

9. Repeat the above for other speed settings of the rig.
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Table 1: Notation for analysis of random drills

N  = Number of seeds per cell.

A(N) = Actual number of cell with N seeds. For example, of the 40 cells, 
5 had 4 seeds.

m =
Σ [A(N) x N]

Σ A(N)
=

total  number  of  seeds

total  nunber  of  cells

= mean number of seed per cell.

For example:

m =
270

40
= 6.75 seeds per cell

A'(N) = Actual number of cells with N seeds or less. For example, there 
were 9 cells (5+2+1+1+0) with 4 or less seeds.

A"(N) = Actual % of cells with N seeds or less. For example, there were  
9/40 or 22.5 % with 4 or less seeds.

E(N) = Expected number of cells with N seeds.

 = Σ [A(N)
e−mmN

N!
]

For example, of the 40 cells, we would expect 4.05 cells to have 4 seeds.

E'(N) = Expected number of cells with N seeds or less. For example, we 
would expect 7.9 cells (0.047 + 0.316 + 1.068 + 2.402 + 4.054) 
to have 4 or less seeds.

E"(N) = Expected % of cells with N seeds or less. For example, we would 
expect  7.9/40 or 19.7% to have 4 or less seeds.

X2 = Σ[A(N) − E(N)]2

E(N)
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5.3 Data analysis

5.3.1 Random drill

As noted above the test of a random seed drill to determine the distribution along the row
involves the operation of the drill above the belt as the belt moves rearwards under the drill
simulating the forward movement of the drill over the ground.

The measurement of the distribution involves a measurement of either:
* the distance between successive seeds
* the number of seeds in a given space. The space may be in the form of containers

attached to the belt  or  the area between marks on the belt or the frame of the
machine. The length of these spaces or cells is not too significant but should be such
as to have a mean of at least several seed per cell, say in the range 5 to 10.

Of the two methods, the second is much easier to use and will be described in what follows.

The test is designed to determine whether the distribution of number of seeds in each cell is
consistent with the seeds being delivered randomly.  As discussed above this type of drill, if
operating satisfactorily, will produce a random distribution of seed down the row, and hence
random numbers in the cells. So we need to test whether the actual numbers of seeds in the
cells is consistent with the expected number calculated on the basis of randomness. If they are
then the drill is operating randomly and for this type of drill this must be seen as satisfactory.

We first prepare a tabulation as shown in Table 2. This shows the possible numbers of seeds,
N in each cell. The range needed will depend on the data. A(N) is the actual number of cells
that had each of the seed numbers in it. So as will be seen the number of seeds in the cells
varies widely; some have very few and some have a large number. The mean number of seeds
per cell is calculated as shown.

We need to calculate the expected number of cells with each number of the seeds numbers.
We do this using the Poisson distribution which predicts the expected frequency of such
random events in terms of m, the mean number of seeds per cell.

Probability of N seeds per cell, 

P(n)  =  
e−m mN

N!

The expected number of cells with N seeds will be the above probability times the total
number of cells that were included in the test.

Hence the expected number of cells with N seeds per cell, 

E(N)  = Σ A(N) 
e−m mN

N!
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Table 2: Data and analysis for test on random seed drill

N A(N) N x A(N) A'(N) E(N) E(N)  E'(N) N E"(N) A"(N)
 (comb.)   % %

0 0 0 0 0.047 ) 0.0 0 0.1 0.0
1 1 1 1 0.316 )    1.431 0.226 0.4 1 0.9 2.5
2 1 2 2 1.068 ) 1.4 2 3.6 5.0
3 2 6 4 2.402 2.402 0.067 3.8 3 9.6 10.0
4 5 20 9 4.054 4.054 0.221 7.9 4 19.7 22.5
5 7 35 16 5.473 5.473 0.426 13.4 5 33.4 40.0
6 6 36 22 6.157 6.157 0.004 19.5 6 48.8 55.0
7 4 28 26 5.937 5.937 0.632 25.5 7 63.6 65.0
8 5 40 31 5.009 5.009 0.000 30.5 8 76.2 77.5
9 2 18 33 3.757 3.757 0.822 34.2 9 85.6 82.5

10 2 20 35 2.536 2.536 0.113 36.8 10 91.9 87.5
11 1 11 36 1.556 1.556 0.199 38.3 11 95.8 90.0
12 1 12 37 0.875 ) 39.2 12 98.0 92.5
13 1 13 38 0.455 ) 39.6 13 99.1 95.0
14 2 28 40 0.219 )   1.689 3.162 39.9 14 99.7 100.0
15 0 0 40 0.099 ) 40.0 15 99.9 100.0
16 0 0 40 0.042 ) 40.0 16 100.0 100.0

∑A(N) X^2 = (A(N)-E(N))

 = 40 = 270  = 40      E(N)  
        = 5.871  

     
= 6.75

 

(A (N) − E(N)) 2

E(N)

X2 = Σ
( A ( N )− E ( N ) )2

E ( N )
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Figure 4: Plot of data of distribution from test on random seed drill
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So we have a set of data of actual and expected numbers of cells with various numbers of
seeds per cell. If the actual numbers of cells correspond with the expected numbers when
tested statistically then we may conclude that the actual numbers are consistent with the
assumption of randomness and therefore that the drill is operating satisfactorily.

The test for the actual and expected numbers is the 2 (Chi squared), he values for which
are calculated as follows:

2  = Σ [A(N) - E(N)] 2

E(N)

In doing this calculation it is necessary to combine the data where the expected values are
very small otherwise the 2   value will become very large. This is done by adding together
any very small E(N) values to give a combined value greater than 1.0 as shown in the E(N)
(COMB) column in Table 2. The corresponding A(N) values are also added together

The 2  represents the extent to which the expected and the actual values differ. Obviously
some difference between these two sets of values is likely due to chance effects but the
difference can be tested statistically and the a decision made with a stated probability (eg,
95%) as to whether the difference is significant or not.

Thus the  calculated 2   is tested  against the tabulated 2  value with  the degrees of freedom
equal to the number of sets of data less one (for the calculation of the mean).

If the 2   is less than the tabulated value there is no evidence that the two sets of data are
different and there is no evidence to suggest that the drill is not operating randomly and
therefore satisfactorily.

To give a graphical picture of the results it is convenient to calculate the number of cells and
the % of cells  with a given number of seed or less. This is done for both the actual and
expected number of cells. These are then plotted as shown in Figure 4; the results from this
test suggest that the drill is operating satisfactorily.

5.3.2 Spacing drill

The objective of using a spacing drill is to achieve a population of uniformally spaced seeds
(or groups of seeds) at the desired spacing.

Two aspects may be identified:

* Mean spacing

Calculate the mean spacing and compare it with the desired value.

Mean spacing = 
Σ Spacing between seeds

Total number of spaces measured 
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* Failures

If it is desired to sow one seed at each site, then the number and percentage of sites with 0, 2,
3 etc seeds represents the magnitude of the failure of the drill to achieve the required
distribution

Failures, %  = 
Number of sites with incorret numbers of seeds 

Total number of sites counted
  x 100%

This can also be divided into its individual components, eg, number of sites with 0 or 2 or 3
etc seeds.
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APPENDIX 1

Table 3 – Parts List

                                             PARTS     LIST             

Item Name Material or Description Reqd.
A  Frame Group
A1 Side member Mild steel (MS) angle, 38x38x4.5 4
A2 Cross Member MS angle, 38x38x4.5 8
A3 Leg (MS) angle, 38x38x4.5 4
A4 Web member MS bar, 12 D 2
A5 Stay MS angle, 25x25x3 4
A6 Foot MS angle, 38x38x4.5 2
A7 Bracket MS angle, 25x25x3 2

B Pulley & ground belt group
B1 Shaft MS, 25D, length to suit item E1 2
B2 Bearing, ball 25 bore w/- 2 hole spacing or equivalent 4
B3 Bolt & nut, bearing mount 8 D x15 long 8
B4 Plate, bearing support MS plate, 200 x 100 x 3 4
B5 Bolt& nut, support plate mount 8 D x 15 long 16
B6 Pulley, flat, crowned 150 D or similar x 150 wide 2
B7 Belt Fabric or eqvt. matl, 150 wide x length to suit 1
B8 Joiner, flat belt, (not shown) 150 long 1
B9 Support, belt Wood, 180 x 15 thick x length to suit 1
B10 Screw & nut, support to side memb. 10 D x 25 long, metal thread 12

C Drive belt group
C1 Pullet, V cone 4 x 'A' section 2
C2 Belt, V A' section, length to suit 1
C3 Pulley, V 150 D x 'A' section with grub screw 1
C4 Belt, V A' section, adjustable link type, length to suit 1

D Motor group
D1 Motor, MI 40 geared motor, 70 rpm, (see App. 2) 1
D2 Bolt & nut, motor mount 6 D x 20 long 4
D3 Support, motor MS Angle, 50 x 50 x 4.5 2
D4 Shaft MS rod, 19 D & 19 D nuts(4) 1

 
E Miscellaneous  

E1 Seed drill, not shown Various, local types  -
E2 Support, drill MS angle, 25 x 25 x 3 4
E3 Bolt & nut,  support to side memb. 10 D x 20 long 8
E4 Cover Gal. Sheet, 0.5 (24 gauge) 1
E5 Bolt & nut, cover mount 6 D x 12 long 5
E6 Cover door & catch Gal. Sheet, 0.5 (24 gauge) 1
E7 Hinge 50 mm 3
E8 Screw, metal thread 3 D x 10 long 14
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APPENDIX  2

SOURCES  OF  SUPPLY

Item No Description Part  Nos

D1 Motor, one phase, geared, side drive shaft

• SEW –EURODRIVE Pty Ltd Order:  0.18 kW, 70 rpm
27 Beveridge Drive with voltage, frequency
Tullamarine, Victoria, 3043
AUSTRALIA
www.SEW-Eurodrive.com.au

• SEW – EURODRIVE Pty Ltd Order as
5 Sugar Brook Court above
Aston Road
GB Bromsgrove Worcester  RH10 9NX
ENGLAND
www.SEW-Eurodrive.com.au

•  SEW – EURODRIVE Pty Ltd on other continents, Order as
see: www.SEW-Eurodrive.com.au above

Various Pulleys, belts, bearings etc         Order locally
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APPENDIX 3

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRILL TEST RIG

This description of the constructional features of the rig is made with reference to the
Drawing Nos 5/1 and 5/2  and the Parts List, Table 1, Appendix 1.

*  Frame group-  Item A
The rig size is determined by the main frame (item A) which has a working length of 4 m but
it could be made of any length (greater than about 2 m) to suit local conditions. The legs have
been shown splayed out to ensure stability. If the rig is to be placed permanently along a wall
it would be convenient to splay the legs on one side only. However for seed counting etc
access to both sides of the rig is desirable.

The height of the rig has not been specified but can be chosen to suit the height of local users.

*  Pulley &  'ground' belt group  -  Item B
The shaft (item B1) and bearings (B2) may be varied according to local supply; simple
journal bearings would be suitable. The flat pulley (B6) may be purchased or be
manufactured from wood; it should have a suitable crown (higher diameter in the centre to
ensure stable belt tracking).

The associated 'ground' belt (B7) may be purchased as a very light conveyor belt (as used in
the food industry) or made from heavy cloth material such as canvas or 'duck' according to
local supply. The length of the ground belt should be chosen and sufficient adjustment
allowed in the bearing mounting plates (B4)  to adequately tension the belt and adjust the
pulleys to ensure that it tracks correctly.

The ground belt shaft on the side with the single pulley (E3) should be left long enough to
allow that pulley to be adjusted to line up with the drive pulley on a range of drills that may
be tested on the rig.

In testing a random drill, it is recommended that this be done by counting seeds in 'cells'  - a
length of 100 to 150 mm would probably be suitable. These cell may be created in various
ways.:

* by marking these on the belt
* by marking them on the main side frame members (A1)
* by attaching small containers to the belt. If this method is used the containers should

touch one another so that they catch all of the seed. It may also be necessary to use a stronger
belt material and support the belt and containers on the underside of the rig.
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*  Drive belt group  -  Item C
The rig is driven through a pair of cone 'V' pulleys (item C1); by alteration of the position of
the V belt (item C2) the rig may be driven at various speeds corresponding to various travel
speeds. The diameter and size of the cone pulleys are not too important; an 'A' section belt
(the smallest industrial size) has been specified but other sizes somewhat smaller or larger
would probably be satisfactory. The diameters have not been specified but those for 50 to 150
mm would also be satisfactory. A four step pulley as specified would give a 6:1 speed
variation; 5 or 6 step pulleys are also available and would give a greater variation.

A continuous belt without joins should be used if possible for the main drive (C3). Its length
and the vertical location of the motor should be chosen so that the hinged motor support
frame is approximately horizontal in the normal working condition.

A continuous belt to drive the drill through it drive pulley may be purchased if a suitable
length is available for  a particular drill. However if a range of drills are to be tested and it is
desired to avoid purchasing a corresponding range of belts, it is recommended that a link type
belt be used. This is comprised of a series of links that can be joined where necessary to make
a belt of appropriate length to suit a particular drill.

*  Motor group  -  Item D
The motor specified is a worm gear type (D1) that has an output speed of about 70 rpm. An
alternative drive giving the same speed may also be satisfactory.

The motor (item D1) is mounted on a pair of support angles (D3) that are welded to and pivot
with the shaft (D4) near the legs of the rig. This provides the necessary pre-tension in the belt
- a factor which may be varied by varying the location of the motor hence the moment arm of
the weight of the motor about the pivot.  The shaft is threaded and held with clamp nuts
which just allow it to pivot.

*  Miscellaneous  -  Item E
The rig is suitable for testing a range of drills but because they are often locally made and
vary considerably in size and form it has not been possible to specify the detail for the
support and driving of the drill. What has been specified is four members on which the drill
may be mounted. This mounting should be arranged so that:

* the seed outlet is above the centre line of the ground belt near one end
* the seed outlet from the drill (or the seed tube if used) is the same distance above the

belt as it would be above the ground in normal use.
* the single V belt drive pulley is aligned with the drive wheel on the drill. It may be

necessary to extend the drill shaft and to relocate the drive pulley to achieve this.

Safety warning!

V belts and their associated pulleys are dangerous as clothing fingers or hair may get
caught in them. A cover (E4) with a hinged door (E5) has therefore been shown fitted to
the main drive from the motor. A frame (not shown) should also  be constructed around
the belt driving the drill to keep users clear of this drive.

Where possible shafting, (especially with protruding set-screws which can catch on
clothing), should not protrude or should be covered.


